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About This Game

Vault resort is an escape room game, that takes place in a big vault with all the surroundings of a castle, taking full advantage of
VR.

- A unique teleporting control system guarantees that your are always at the right spot of each puzzle/room/area.
- You can walk around with no need to take care about your physical space- this is all handled by the game

- A calibration room will allow you get comfortable in VR
- The gameplay takes place in a seamless world, you can enter all rooms and areas without loading screens.

Enjoy maximum immersion with Vault Resort.
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Its good for a couple of play through, but it isn't the best RTS, still the story is good and def a buy when on sale. Great
environment. No development updates in months. Dead.. You get the artbook which comes with character sketches, scenes and
scenarios, promotional art, and this cool completely translated comic that shows you a little mini-story that gives you a further
understanding of the relationship between Ritona and Selphine. I have no qualms with the art given in this, for that I am very
satisfied.

Now to the complaints I have: there are three language versions for this Chinese, Japanese, and English. The Chinese and
Japanese have text for all segments of it even little mini-April Fools comics involving Ritona. However, the English version of
the art-book is incomplete. The only comic that is translated is literally the one in the end with Ritona and Selphine. All the
other mini-comics here are untranslated despite the fact that the Chinese version has translated characters for all the dialogue
boxes in it (and I can tell the difference between Japanese and Chinese). Other things that were left untranslated in the English
artbook is entire paragraphs of liner notes next to some of the character sketches; there is some stuff that is translated and others
that are not. Again, the Chinese artbook is also fully translated for the liner notes. This really does peeve me a lot especially
since I paid for this in addition to the actual visual novel. I do not know enough Japanese to thoroughly understand the mini-
comics and I do care about the thoughts of the artist and writer of this so I was very disappointed not to be able to read
everything. Another minor complaint is there are a lot of obvious spelling errors that could have been easily avoided with
proofreading, come on...

I am satisfied to a degree with this purchase but because of the portions of untranslated content I cannot with good faith
recommend this, it only takes a little bit of extra effort to translate this stuff and it is insulting to consumers to be given this
incomplete product. I cannot recommend buying this at full price at this moment unless they fix the English translation..
Awsome time passing game and the music is epic. It Game is for god!!! VEry nIce GaMe. \u041e\u0447\u0435\u043d\u044c
\u0438\u043d\u0442\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0441\u043d\u043e\u0435 DLC, \u0431\u0443\u0434\u0435\u043c
\u043f\u0440\u043e\u0431\u043e\u0432\u0430\u0442\u044c...

Add PLEASE Russian language !!!
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More on the educational side, but is still good to kill 20 minutes.. It's not too bad as far as a typing game goes, it'll of course be a
lot easier if you know the meme's by heart and therefore won't have to stop to read how some are spelled. (a small problem I
found with this was the font for one where it wasn't obvious I needed a space between the letters)

The thumbs down's given for two very specific reasons, namely:
1. You can not change resolution, you're stuck at the (whatever 4:3) resolution it is using.
2. It uses English keyboard setting which means you may have a very hard time finding the questionmark, I did within the time
limit but that's due to playing a ton of Quake and therefore spending some time within the console typing commands...most
people that has something other than an english KBD prob. do not know that SHIFT+' = ?. (at least that's where it's at on a
swedish KBD). Rack N Ruin is essentially a top down shooter with spells. The premise is sort of hit or miss depending on if you
like being the evil doer and the cartoony humor that is everywhere in the game. The artwork is nice to look at and has a sort of
painty style to it. Check out my First Impressions here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jorze6LW2ck. Elegant, eerie,
innovative and incredibly addictive game.

But it as wondrous as it is MERCILESS, so be warned:

Even if you overcome the mounting frustration of figuring out its obscure mechanics (obviously an intended admission fee and
part of the charm of the game), it's still going to take you an insane amount of time and effort to complete the higher ascensions,
which in my opinion are the real icing on the cake.

But if you do manage to muster the patience and willpower to master this challenge, I guarantee this is one of the best games
you're ever going to play!. When i first saw this DLC i was really excited, because i really loved the visual novel, but wasnt
really happy with Asumi's look. At first you might think of this DLC that you can play the Story again with your own Character,
like i did, but thats NOT the fact. The Character you make in this DLC cant be used anywhere, so in my opinion its nearly
useless. Would have been a very good DLC if you were able to replace Asumi with the Character you made here, but as it is
now, its a waste of Money.. so good buy. There are lions in this 11\/10 would play again
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